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A student haggles-over the price of a candy cane in
Building 10 where the Class of 1974 held it's third

annual Candy Cane Day sale on Wednesday.
Photo by Roger Goldstein
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By Mike MeNamee
The experimental 4-1-4 calendar plan which MIT is currently
using will probably become the
Institute's permanent calendar,
according to Professor of Nuclear
Engineering Kent F. Hansen,
head of the faculty group studying 1AP. The issue will be consid-

ered in the February faculty
meeting.
The plan, which provides for
the January Independent Activities Period, was set up by the
faculty as a three year experiment
in 1970. Results of the first two
IAP's have been studied, and will
be combined with the preliminary findings of this winter's
!AP. All indications at present
are that the faculty comrhittee
will recommend that the 4-14
plan be made permanent, and
the faculty will do so.
"The only problem that we
see at present," said Hansen,
"will be if the results of this
year's IAP studies are significantly different from those of
the past two years. The issue
must be decided in Feburary, so
that the academic calendar can
be made up, as a result, we will
have very little-time to study the
questionnaires we get back
about IAP '73. If they show
much change in attitudes from
1971 or 1972, then we'll recommend that the 4-1-4-be extended
one year and studied again next
year. Otherwise, we'll recommend -that it be made perma-'
nent."
Feedback about IAP comes
from questionnaires sent out to
all students and faculty, asking
them how they spent their time
during IAP and how they felt
about it. The IAP study group
also held meetings and interviews with various groups and
organizations to determine-their
response to IAP. "We met with
the Deans for Student Affairs,
the housemasters, the Athletic
Department, the Medical Department, and several other groups
to see what problems they had
during IAP,"-Hansen said. "Al-

most all of them reported no
special problems."
Figures from the past two

IAP's show that roughly 65% of
the faculty feel that lAP is good,
around 23% are uncertain, and

12% feel it is not a good plan.
"The opposition splits mainly
into two groups," Hansen ex-

plained. "There are those. who
feel that we should try other

me permanent

paying off in educational value.
I'm not against giving students a
4-14 just because we've tried it rest, but -I feel that it should be
out. There are also some that added on to the Christmas vacafeel that we aren't getting our- tion rather than devoting all this
money's worth out of IAP." energy to setting up an IndepenHansen said that he felt that dent Activities Period that no
these critics could be answered: one seems to profit by." Fano
"We can't experiment with every felt that opportunities could be
calendar idea that comes along; found for IAP-type activity
at three years to an experiment, during the term, and longer holiit would take quite a while. As days and earlier dismissal in the
for the other criticism - I can spring could provide rest.
only say that students think that
Another faculty member who
they got their money's worth, favors a rest-type IAP is Profesaccording to their replies to our sor James Mar. Mar produced
questionnaires. I personally feel statistics showing that the
that a student has as much biggest activities in January are
opportunity to learn -during IAP
(Please turn to page 2)
as he does during the term - if
not more."
Professor Robert Fane, who
served on the first IAP evaluation committee,-gave The Tech a
UAP Curtis Reeves has andiffering view of IAP's useful- nounced plans for a service to
ness: "It has been my experience act upon student complaints
that most students want a rest about the Institute and help
period after the first term - so bypass red tape in dealing with
why not give them one? The MIT.
resources the Institute and the
According to Reeves, the
faculty puts into IAP just aren't
calendars - that we shouldn't
consider ourselves stuck with
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(The Tech acquired a copy of
the following memo to the members of the facultv from Professor' of Electrical Engineering
Arthur C. Smith, Chairman of
the Committee on Academic
Performance, on the subject of
gradingpractices. -Editor)
Each terrh the Committee on
Academic Performance .-reports
to the Faculty on .grading practices in the past term. The distribution of grades for the Second
Term, 1971/72 (excluding grade
of J) is:
Grad
Grade Year I
A
45%
49%
B

C
D
F,O
I
N

2%
7%
91%

sg rwsserv

~ ~ J ~ff5m.~
C!
5 SS~~~nT

sppots

27%
8%
2%
1%
10%
7%

3%
Y<%
9%-

16%

The committee sees some
problems in its end of term
reviews of students" performance:
Missing grades - if grades are

not submitted to the Registrar in time for inclusion on
the Term Summary, the Corn-

By Walter T. Middlebrook
An anonymous phone call to
WTBS, MIT's campus radio station, early Tuesday morning resulted in saving the life of a
Rhode Island resident in Boston.
Andy Brown, 45, black, and a
resident of Providence, Rhode
Island, was found bound and
dazed in the Ellis Tire Shop at
One Center Street in Roxbury.
Boston Police Patrolmen W.
Foley and D. Fitzgerald and the
owners of the Ellis Tire Co.,
Phillip and Thomas Hewitt of
Walpole found Brown on the
cellar restroom floor tied hand
and foot with electric wire.
According to the police report, Brown was tied "in such a
manner that both hands and feet
were swollen and he was in a
dazed and confused condition."
Due to his condition, Boston
Police were unable to determine
how long Brown had been in the
cellar, but information from the
WTBS informant placed it at 18
hours. No one at this time
knows who tied Brown or why.
Brown later remembered that
his maroon 1965 Chevrolet was
parked outside the building.
After a thorough search, police
found that this car had been
stolen.Brown had been hired by
Thomas Hewitt to do some carpentry work in the building.
Hewitt also pointed out that the.
last time he had seen Brown was
last Saturday, and that on Monday three men had come to the
shop looking for Brown. No
d e finite identifications were
made as the investigation- into

mittee is often prevented
from making sound

judgments.

Use of I, Incomplete - the
Committee has observed wide
variations- in the circumstances in which I's are given.
Faculty regulations state:
"The grade-of I indicates that
a minor part of a specific
requirement, such as a report
or design or laboratory assignment, has not been completed and that a passing
grade in the subject is to be
expected when the work is
completed." The appropriate
grade to assign when a major
portion of the subject is not
completed is F. The appropriate grade for a student
who is passing the subject and
misses the final examination
is 0 rather than I. Faculty
regulations limit the authority of instructors to excuse
students from final exanminations to very special situations; the grade of I should
not be used as a de facto
excuse from the final
examination.

e
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motivation for the service is twofold: first, the need is clearly
present throughout the student
community; secondly, it will be
the first major effort of the
recently
revived
General
Assembly
"We really want things to
work this time," said Reeves in
Q reference to the GA. "4and we've
had to realize that the only way
to make things work is by showing- people that we're doing
things that are worth their time
and effort."
Current plans call for one or
two people to be in the UA
office - center for operations at all times between the hours of
9 and 5, and possibly at night as
well, who will be able to give
advice on the quickest way to
get. things done, who will answer
questions, both general and
specific about the Institute and
getting around the Institute, and
who will try to get through
bureaucratic red tape when individual efforts fail.
"Right

the case continues. Hewitt also
observed that an unknown number of tires were missing from
the shop, which was used as
storage area for the tires.
The police took Brown to
Peter Bent Brighan Hospital
where he was treated for swollen
ankles and hands and released.
The call from MIT was one in
a series that the Boston Police
received that morning stating
that a person had been left tied
in a building in Roxbury. The
first time officers checked the
area, they found everything secure and resumed regular patrolling. After another call, officers
contacted the owners which led
to the discovery of Brown. It has
not been determined which of
these phone calls were relayed
through MIT.
The call from, MIT was
phoned in by the Campus Patrol.
When contacted by The Tech,
Captain James Olivieri made this
report: "At 2:05 am Tuesday,
we received a call from James
Clark and Ann Johnson at
WTBS. They reported that they
had received an anonymous
phone call from a listener informing them of a person tied in a
building in Boston. It seems the
disc jockey took the caller seriously, so he-referred the inforrmation to us. At 2: 10 am we
referred the information to the
Boston Police who sent a car to
the aforementioned building. At
3:20 the Campus Patrol called
back and found that the police
had discovered the man. As of
the time, we have no further
information about the incident."
(Please turn to page 3)

now,"

said

Reeves,

'tour work is directed towards
giving some meaning to our idea.
We want to be able to say at the
outset exactly what it is that we
would like to do, and who the
service can best help, so that we
won't waste the time of people
who we really can't do anything
for."
Reeves stressed that the siuccess of the operation depended
onJthe work that was initially
put into it, noting that implementation would be the hardest
step of all. People will be
needed, not only to man the
office, but also to do research on

questions which cannot be readily answered.
The idea for the grievance
service came out of the December 7 meeting with several GA
members. "I didn't think we
were quite ready for a full session of the GA then," explained
Reeves, "I thought that it might
be better if a few of us got
together now so that we could
have something positive to show
at our first regular meeting. That
first meeting will be very important in determining how people
feel about working with the
GA."

Other things that were discussed at the meeting were the
formation of a committee on
hacking, with the intention of
sponsoring a hacking contest in
the spring, Reeves' own Judicial
Task Force, which should be
preparing a preliminary report
during IAP, and the future of
the GA.
"People were really concerned that all the things that
they are doing now might be
wasted if the next UAP doesn't
want to work with the GA.
They're interested in student
government, and most of all,
they're interested in seeing that
their efforts bear fruit." As a
result of this feeling, those present decided that it might be a
good idea to select a GA chairman from within their own
ranks for the purpose of insuring
that meetings are continually
called. Mark Robison '73. of
Baker House was na4med temporary chairman until the regular session is held in February.
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will be several changes

the format of the basic fresh-.
physics8.01,
course,
when
-it is offered during the spr ing

playman

tions will be -taught by juniors,
:/ ~~seniors, and possibly sopho·
mores who are in the physics
~department. Once a week, all the
~:~.~;.~:~
TA's will meet in a seminar to
~-~-:~~
I~~'.,',~.
.~~~
~;:.Idiscuss problems that arose in
'~' class. They will- also be occasionally observed in their seec~,7
The MIT Community Players enact "A'fter the Fall." The autobiographical play by Arthur Miller was put on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday at the Kresge Little Theater. Pictured above is a scene
between Quentin, played by Michael Routh, and Maggie, played by
Heidi Huidekoper. The show will also be put on this weekend at $
pm Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at the Kresge Little Theater.
Tickets are available in building i10 from'12 to 2 daily.
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The use of undergraduates in
8.01 is the continuation of a
three-term long program in
which students have been used
as TA's in 8.01, 8.02, 18.01 and
18.0)2. Schey hopes that the
program will develop into, a

AI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

teacher training lab for MIT students. Although undergraduates
have been used extensively in
self-paced courses, this. is the
fist time that a course will be
staffed entirely by undergraduates. The program in the
physics department is made possible through the cooperation of
ihofessorss A. P. French and
Robert Hulsinger.

feels that both the self-paced
and the lectuie-recitation mode
should be available to students.
The lecture-recitation format
will also give the new TA's a
chance to act as teachers, rather
than tutors.
Any physics major interested
in becoming involved in this
-program for academic credit
should contact Schey.

~-

involve

In the past, student response
to undergraduate TA's has been
very good.. After the first termof 'the program, responses . to
letters sent to 18.01 students
were "quite laudatory," according to Schey. In-'succeeding
terms,' evaluations by freshmen
have remained. generally' favorable. Apparently, someone close
in age and status to students is
desirable. The use of students
also increases the effective manpower of the department.

somie

edford - William H.S. Preece '38 617-994-7045; New Haven - Hillel
Auerbach '58 - 203-777-481; New
Orleans - Stuart Thayer '48 504-524-6692; Newport News John M. Pirkle '63 -703-722-1485;
New York City - Donald R. Miller
'50 - 212-682-5400; Orlando George W. "Bill" McClary '51 305-855-6100; Philadelphia - James
S. Rumsey '40 - 302-658-7587;
Pittsburgh - James W. Spalding '48
-- 412-433-7563; Portland, Me. Robert A. Lindquist '51 207-774-2611; Portland, Ore. - Edward W. Kimbark '33
503-234-3361; Richmond - Richard
Cole ML'52 - 703-282:2311; Rochester - Donald W. Ramsey '50716-254-5050 x593;. St. Louis .Robert L. Slifer CH'50 314-694-8154; San Francisco - Philip A.D. Richardson '57 415495-6180; Sarasota - Clyde K.
Houston - D. Dana Price '32 -Hall '20 - 305-966-2946; Scranton 713-5212-2768; Indianapolis -- Frank
Louis V. Russoniello '40 E. Burley '30 - 317-356-8811; Kan- 717-346-1556; Seattle - W;hram M.
sas City - Edmund W. Peakes '44 Eldridge '60 - 206-237-2343; Tampa
816-842-9745; Long Island - Robert
Harold Radliffe '41 O. Dulin, Jr. NC'67 - 212-788-5000
813-345-9168; Toledo - Thomas R.
x500; Los Angeles - Charles Ed- Clevenger,
Jr. ML'61 wards '40 - 213-681-0296 or 419-242-6543; Toronto - Michael M..
795-0421; Miami - Russell L. Law, -Koerner '49 - 416-363-0841; Tulsa
Jr. ED'48 - 305-854-5444; Milwau - Karl H. Bergey, Jr. '51 kee - John J.' Koch "S3 405-325-7241; Washington D.C,
414-271-0345; New, Jexsey - Thomas John N. Maguire GM'60 Moranian '49 - 212-247-1766; New, 703-620-9498.

1000 alumni in

MIT alumnus.

- 2) Alumni clubs in
cities

are offering

many

students a

chance to meet alumni in their
home city at Christmas parties(for a list or further details, call
AA Club Services at 3-3878).
The alumni are anxious to meet
students and to have them talk
to potential applicants.
3) A formal system of contacts for finding summer jobs
has been set up through MIT
Club presidents in various cities.
Here is a partial list:
Atlanta - William P. Chandler '52 404-633-2951; Baltimore - Charles
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* First term grade reports will be
mailed to the home address, except
for foreign addresses, on Wednesday
evening, January 10, 1973; grade
reports may be sent to the students
at a different address 'if reported
directly to the registTar's office no
later than January 3; grade reports
will be sent to the parents of first
year students.
* Pot Luck Coffeehouse - Live
e ntertainment every Friday and
Saturday night, 8:30 pm to 12 m.
Mezzanine Lounge of Student Center. Free coffee, cider and doughnuts.
Performing this week: Friday: The
Hobo Acoustic Band; Saturday:
Susan Hanson, Cal Drake, and Martin
Brooks. No Admission Fee. Last Pot
Luck Coffeehouse until January 12,
1973.
* -Application material for consideration for financial aid for the academnic year 1973-74 can be picked up
in the Student Financial Aid Office,
Room 5-1 19.
Xjd
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perz anent
(Continued from page 1)

resting, traveling,

and athletics.

"Figures show that 983 people
spent 23% of their time in recreation, 905 people spent 23% of
their time resting, and 575
people used 20% of their time
on MIT extracurricular activities
and athletics. If I was a parent
sending a student to MIT and
paying tuition to support the
lAP period, I would be somewhat

upset by these figures."

The next largest category in' the
statistics is academic work not
for credit (the.type activities
lAP was to be set up for), with
550 people spending 18% of
their time on these activities.
One alternative calendar plan
proposed by Fano is the quarter
plan, which has three terms in
the academic year. "The quarter
plan has acquired a bad name
because people just shorten the

.T

~"i ter Sports
Here's the contact lens
for people who enjoy skiing
and other winter sports. Our
unique contact. lens reduces,
danger of ultraviolet reflection
from glaring snow and other reflective
surfaces. For eye comfort and safety,
get more details with a call, or visit.,
"

77 Summer St. Bastan

OPEN Wed - Sat 'till 1.

NEED MONEY?
If so, then call-Endo. Unit, Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital-x448. We need healthy males and females,
age 21 and, over to be paid volunteers on Research
Center anytime. Females no BC pills. VVe pay $1020/day for min. 7 days hospitalization.

L
ownledl anid managed
by Harvard MBA's

Auto-tor, qa Inc

Expert service on foreign cars

412 Green St.

Behind the

Cambridge

Central Square

661-1866

YMCA

M~on.'- Fri.

8am to 8pm

eGREEK FOOD AT aIS BEST

I au~mThe Parthenon Restaurant
New aithelic (;Gre4k
Modlest prices. stterb

variety

of li(Ilor..

restaural'ntll.

:uropeall willes,

Opncll I1 a.m1.

924 Mass. Ave. in Cambridge

Da ily

Phone 491-9592

% mi

I

BOOT S

&' PEACoATS
,.

IC-NSAL
R. WAR:

withina 24 hours
Yo-u-can-return home
the-soame day you leave.

Thee C0XE
o

I l p.m1.

l eadquarters

_aJoSo~

Sun - Tues 'till 12

542.1929
190 Lexingt" St., Wialtham 894-1i23
Soft Contact Lens Available

goal.

tmo

i
Famous for its Pizza, now also featuring shiskbob, stawks, chops, [
II
and the Original Greek SalacL
Home-,cooked luncheon special.
All at unbelievable pnacesJ

k

N
ThCT
NS
SPECIALITS

r
-agssin
hPGA
present courses and try to carry
the same load as they carry in a
normal semester. If the quarter
plan was set up so that a student
would only take three intensive
courses during a quarter, it could
be a feasible plan." Fano added
that increases in administrative
costs of having three academic
periods might be too high to
allow a Quarter plan, but that he
felt the increased flexibility for
students would be a desirable

anda Amnrican Fnod
Greek Italin.
~6-Ll~
A VLaCi
EVESR

THE ORIGINAL RESTAURANT
799 Main St.
Cambridge.
Tel. 864 - 6680

mr~ill-c~nnuua~·--aI

£9tl~

ap-

-

WOZrIT@@ .,ORS L o-znznittee reIla
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CONTACT,,,

Schey also explained the reaSon for not using the self-paced
format next term. "We should
be in the business," he said, "of
providing as many teaching and
learning modes as possible." He

Gholz '65 - 202-293-7060; Bethelem
- Walton W. Hofmann '34 215-694-2424; Boston -Gen. Rush
B. Lincoln, Jr. CE'35 - 782-2800;
Buffalo - Herman E. Gabel '44 716-896-6500'; Chicago .- John W.
Barriger '49 - 312-4274900;Cincinnati - W. Parlin Lillard '44 513421-2666; Cleveland - Sheldon
G. Thorpe '52 - 216-792-6521; Columbus - Peter M. Bernays '39 614422-7600; Dallas - Stanley Martin, Jr. '50 - 817-280-2131; Dayton
- Steven Heller '43 - 513-253-7111;
Denver - Robert S. Nedell '40 303-3884181; Detroit - John Erickson '55 - 313-956-3175; Fairfield F. Eugene Davis IV '55 203-333-3165; Framingham - Harry
Movitz '65 - 87740125; HartfordRobert M. Dawson III '55 203-5254192; Honolulu - Douglas
R. McLane '65 - 808-536-3411;

work with students.
The AA has long encouraged
its members to take a more
active role in Institute affairs.
They are now getting a chance
to do so in three different programs:
1) "A Day in the Life" is
listed in the 1AP guide- as
number 342; it offers any
student the chance to see what
his future career might be like
by spending a day in it with an

pa

-

)
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i ne Alumni Associatron tAA;
has recently introduced three
programs which will eventually

I

chges

~By Ken Davis
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4.33 MASS. AVE.
Central ISquare
Cambridge

C~V,a

UlglM @@M3B@81^x~~~a

215a-735-SI$Q ,
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK A Mon-Profit Organization 24 HOURS
.
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To Vice-President Ken Wadleigh: A decision on Simplex, or
an answer to the question "Why
fill out a parcel we aren't us-

Once again the Christmas
season is upon us, and in keeping
with time-honored tradition,
The Tech presents its selections
of Christmas gifts for various
members of the MIT Community:
To Chancellor Gray: A pair
of scissors to cut the' budget

ing?',

To Chi Phi: Co-eds
To Conner Four: Co-eds
To Ken Browning, Dick
Sorenson, Walter Milne, and
James Culliton: Bigger and better pads to write names in at

with.

To Professor Richard Douglas: Another pair of scissors, but
with dull edges, the kind that
can't cut people.

demonstrations.

To New Endand Telephone:
A phone that works, and phone

WVTAXBSD notliles police,

robery discovered

stations broadcasting m Boston

(cOntinued from page 1)

When asked why the station
(WTBS), out of all the other
stations in Boston, would receive
such a phone call at that time of
the morning, Clark said, "The
name of the program is The
Ghetto. Our shows are broadcast
from midnight to 3 am. The
programs are primarily soul and
a lot of people in Boston, black
people, that is, listen to us because there are no other soul

_
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hackers that don't.
-- To Jerry Wiesner: Four More
Years
To Vice-President Phil Stoddard: His own copying machine
To Rob Hunter: More and
more scores
To Norman Sandler: Grease

Intensive review course taught by practicing
attorney in preparation for each Law School
Admission Test. Three Saturday sessions at
the Statler Hilton Hotel in downtown Boston. This is the well-known course given in
iformation,
New York and other cities. For
call (914) 939-2330 collect, or

write ouw

national office:

remover

LAW BOARD REVIEW CENTER OF NEW YORK, INC.

To Neil Vitale: Knowledge of
what to kiss and when to kiss it.
To Peter Pekarsky, The Tech
Washington Bureau Chief: a
knowledge of entymology.
To David Searls: A self-study
proctology course
To Curtis Reeves: In recognition of his dedication to the
Undergraduate Association, six
free lessons in necrophilia.
To Constantine B. Simonides:

4.Berkley Drive, Port Chester, New York 10573
Coure begins on Jan. 20 for Feb. 1.0 LSAT
, and on March 24 for Apri 14 LSAT

.

JNFORMATION

A portfolio

after midnight. A lot of brothers
To Hartley Rogers: A captive
and sisters in the Boston area audience
relate to The Ghetto and we try
To Arthur.Mattack: A blackto relate to them. That's prob- board that goes up and down
ably why the guy called us inTo Paul Eugene Schindler: A
stead of one of the other sta- real newspaper
tions in this area."
To the Board of Volume 93
Speaking as the program di- of The Tech: A pseudo editorrector of WTBS, a position he in-chief
has held for the past three
To Larry Goldstein and
months, Clark, . who is also Frank Peseckes: Any newspaper
known as JayCee, said, "I'm glad at all
To Lee Giguere: A new dicthat WTBS could play such an
important role in this incident. tionary and a pooper-scooper
To Steve Loutrell: A temWe are trying to create a program schedule that can relate plate of a "9" and a "g"
To John J. Donovan: A spellto all communities within the
ing book
range of this station."
To Henry Kissinger: His own
Later contact with the Boston Police informed The Tech president and a centerfold in the
that the investigation into this last issue of Lifie.
To the Coop: A mortgage on
case is being continued and that
no other information is available the HarvardCrimson.
.
at present.

At- WTBS, The Tech found
out that Johnson had initially
taken the call and then referred
it toi Clark who was the on-theair disc jockey. After talking to
the listener and not being able to
get any more information, Clark
called the Campus Patrol, because "the police will listen to
someone-like the CP before they
listen to someone like me."

_

PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged

within 24 hours
You can return home

the same day you leave.

TOLL FREE
(800) 523 - 436
A non-profit organization

-- open 24 hours.

TWA Youth Cards

- on sale at TCA

_ve risin

classf
odetsn

BEAMSHOP

Also,
Auto Body & Fender Repairs'. Weld-l
ing -Bikes & Frames. Quality Service - Reasonable EPices. Student
Discounts. Cambridge Truck Body
Co. Inc., 141 First St. (One block
from Lechmere Sales) Cambridge,
Mass. 02142. Tel 876-9422.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
- Australia, Europe. S. America,
Africa, etc. ARlprofessions and occupations $700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.
Free information - Write Jobs Overseas, Dept. F6, P.O. Box 15071, San
Diego, CA 92115.

bring in your non-TWA youth
card and exchange it for a
TWA card pluS,

Pre-Ch~ ornsas S1,ic!

We'l give you a LP-record.

-and you get the presents

Unique service for PhD or MA candidates. Professional experienced editors work with you to prepare your
thesis for acceptance by department
or publisher. Au topics. Personal service, pick up and delivery. Call Livia
492-3255. Anytime.
20% - 50% OFF ON ALL STEREO
EQUIPMENT. Stereo Components,
Compacts, and TV's.- All new, mi
factory sealed cartons. i[)0% guaranteed. AUl major brands avaiaable. Call
Mike anytine, 491-7793. MEN WOMEN - WORK ON A SHIP
NEXT SUMMER! -No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $2 for information. SEAFAX,
Box 2049-MJ, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

, I

The Technolog¥ and Culture Seminar
-and

I've been typing Master's and PhD's
full-time for three years (and still
love it). I'd be happy to help you.
894-3406. (Weston)

1-

M.I.T. Department of Philosophy
present a series of lectures on

CONFLICT
POLITICAL
_

AND
VIEWS-OF HUMAN NATUR E
DR. ALASDAIR MACINTYRE'
..

A professional
- ABORTION

Departments of Philosophy & Political Science
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, B.U.
Tuesdays in 9-150

that'ss safe;
legal &
onexpensi¥e
0

.

ac

can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service.
{215} 722-5360

--

Human Nature as a Political Criterion: The
Radical Critique.

Jan. 16, 5:30

Human Nature as a Political Criterion: The
Conservative Critique.

Jan. 23, 5:15

Politics as Drama.

. . . the whole ball of Lwax
at 20% off our usual Coop
)owprices! THE BEAM SHOP!

Politics as Tragedy.
Janm 30, 5:15
Respondents: Prof. Eiting E. Morison, Humanities
Prof. Hayward R. AIker, Political Science
Miles Morgan, Philosophy and Political Science

24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confidential
and caring help.
P...

Jan. 9, 5:15

_

re__

*Fairtrade items not included.
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Copyright 1972 by Peter Peckarsky
WASHINGTON, December 12, 1972. The
Congress has long been in need of an
independent body to analyze technical
issues having an impact on legislative
matters. This need was acutely felt during
Congressional consideration of the Safeguard Anti-Ballistic Missile system in
1969 and the Supersonic Transport in
197 1. Technical, strategic, economic, and
political analyses were a dime a dozen on
both occasions - most were provided by
parties to the debate.
In the final hours of the 92nd Congress,'the Congress passed, and the President signed, Public Law 92-484 which
provides for the establishment of an
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)
as an arm of Congress.
(Technology assessment is the thorough and balanced analysis of all significant primary, secondary, indirect and
delayed consequences or impacts, present
and foreseen, of a technological innovation on society, the environment, or the
economy.)
This action represents the fruition of
many year's effort by the Congressional
Technology Assessment (TA) movement.
Policy-making components of the
OTA will be the Technology Assessment
Board (TAB) and the Technology Assess-'
merit Advisory Council (TAAC).

The TAB will be comprised of three
majority and three minority members
from each House of Congress. The OTA

Director, who will be selected by the
TAB, will be an ex-officio Board member.
TAB will be the governing body of the
OTA and will make all major policy
decisi.ons.

In oTganizing the fledgling agency, the
most crucial decision facing the TAB
members will be that of choosing the first
OTA Director.
The leading candidate for the position
of OTA Director is former Democratic
Representative Emilio Q. Daddario of
Connecticut. Daddario, known as Mr.
Technology Assessment- for his work with
the Subcommittee on Science, Research

.e

ers o

To the Editor:
In your article on the Literature Section cutbacks, we were both seriously
misquoted. Patricia Cummings was reported as saying that Professor Douglas
"wanted to terminate all nine of the first
year contracts in Literature." This is a
condensation of a somewhat more complicated situation, for she reported that in
the Literature Section senior faculty
meeting it was felt (by the senior faculty)
that all nine of the people on one-year
contracts might be endangered by the
cut, and that, therefore, they should
narrow the list down as far as possible.
We don't think that anyqne was in a
position to know exactly what Professor
Douglas wanted; we believe that he, like
the rest of us, would prefer a flourishing
and secure department. We continue to
hope very strongly that this situation will
be brought about through the retention
of people whose jobs are now in
jeopardy.
To Wayne O'Neil was attributed the
feeling that the Literature Section was
endangered by the newly appointed dean,
Harold Hanham, because Hanham "is
known to favor the social sciences over
the humanities." Actually we do not
know what Dean Hanham has in mind for
the department (of which he will also be
acting chairman) or the school. We hope
for the best.
Patricia Cummings
Assistant Professor of Literature

and Development of the IHouse Committee on Science and Astronautics, provided
the initial impetus for the Technology
Assessment Act of i972. On March 7,
1967, he introduced legislation calling for
the creation of a Technology Assessment
Board. The legislation was offered more
an an instrument with which to educate
Congress about TA than as a serious
legislative proposal. Since leaving the
House in 1970 to wage an unsuccessful
campaign for the governorship of Connecticut, Daddario has been a Vice-President,
of Gulf and Western Precision Engineering Company. He is the only candidate who would be able to stand up to
the TAB members and not cave in to
their inevitable demands to turn the staff
positions into patronage appointments. If
the OTA staff positions become sinecures
for political appointees, the idea behind
the TA movement will be vitiated to the
detriment of the Congress and the people
in their attempt to keep a rein on the
Executive Branch of the government.
TAB members during the 93rd Congress will be Democratic Senators Hollings, Humphrey, and Kennedy, Republican Senators Dominick and Schweiker,
Democratic Representatives Davis and
McCormack, Republican Representatives.
Gubser, Harvey, and Mosher as well as
replacements for Senator Allott and Representative Cabell who were defeated in
their re-election bids. It is expected that
the chairman of the TAB during the 93rd
Congress will be Senator Edward M.
Kennedy (D-Mass.). (The chairmanship
will rotate between the two Houses with
the chairman being drawn from the
House TAB members during evennumbered Congresses.)
(It is especially fitting that Rep. Mike
McCormack be a TAB member since he is
known as the only scientist in Congress.
McCormack received an M.A. in Chemistry from Washington State University
and was a research chemist at the Atomic
Energy

Commission's

Hanford,' Wash-

ington facility for twenty years.)
The 'TAB will approve the Director's
choice of a Deputy Director, formulate

'. ze

'ea.i

faculty meetings that usually have a larger
attendance are those following events of
campus violence, student strikes, etc.
Questions concerning programs and degrees are usually decided upon by the
select few - an interest group of 10- 20
of the 800+ faculty members who do not
usually attend can represent the majority
opinion at such a meeting.
On the agenda for the next faculty
meeting is the Envionmental Engineer
Degree. I, as well as many other students
at MIT, feel that this is an important issue
that should be considered by the openminded faculty instead of the specific
interest groups whiclm might be too concerned about departmental enrollment
and economics. We do not wish to start a
violent demonstration to encourage
faculty members to attiend. Instead we
propose a grass roots effort - students

should urge the faculty to attend and
faculty should convince their colleagues

to come to consider this issue.
Many members of the MIT faculty are
engaged in research and other activities to
aid in environmental maintenance. A fuTther, perhaps more important, action
they cmn take is to teach the next
generation the wide interdisciplinary
knowledge needed to cope with environmental problems. This is the purpose of
the Environmental Engineer Degree. At
least let it be objectively considered.
Fred Gross, chairman
MIT Ecology Action

Wayne O'Neil, Head

Literature Section
To the Editor:
On December 20, the "MIT faculty"
will have its regular meeting. At the last
regular faculty meeting, 82 of the 894
faculty members were present - less than
i0%. There are times when the meeting
must wait to begin until a quorum of 40
members arrive, even though the 24
department heads and several officers and
deans are usually in attendance. The only
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To the Editor:"
We, the students of one of Janet
Horowitz' 21.03-21.22 classes, wish to

protest her recent firing. She has done an
outstanding job of teaching us this term,
having successfully gotten a group of
non-humanities majors involved in English literature.

It is always a tragedy for the students
when such a teacher is fired. It is even
more of a tragedy-when the teacher is

election criteria for determining which
projects will be accepted by the OTA,
and name the ten public members of the
TAAC. In addition to the ten appointees,
the Comptroller General and the Director
of the Library of Congress' Congressional
Research Service wmil have seats on the
TAAC. This body will have a purely
advisory role and will perform only those
functions requested of it by the TAB.
Finally, the TAB will, in all probability, be instrumental in the decision as
to whether the OTA will contract for the
performance of TA work or perform
assessments with an in-house capability.
It iss entirely possible that the operational component of the OTA, led by the
Director and Deputy Director, will not
perform technical analyses itself but will
merely farm out contracts to private
research groups who will provide the
technical. capability. There are several
faults 'with this procedure.
First, the-outside parties will be dependent upon other sponsors for their continued -corporate existence and will tfhus
be unable to provide truly independent
analyses.

'Second, there will be a reluctance on
the part of some of the more competent
research concerns to perfor m contract

capability the ultimate consequence of
this investment would be the formation
over the'long term of Congressional
analytical capital.
The options available to the OTA
appear to be:

1) develop a technically competent
staff which will perform those tasks
accepted by the TAB in-house;
2) evolve into a contracting agency
with-a technical competence sufficient to
understand contractor technical assessments but not to perform them in-house,
or;

3) develop a hybrid system.
The third-approach has some 'merit in
that it would allow the OTA to provide
immediate technical assistance to the
Congress and at the same time develop a
competent technical staff which could
eventually assume the entire analytical
function.
It would indeed be a shame and a
waste of the taxpayer's money if the
OTA were to become vet another office
dispensing technical staff capable of providing answers to those technological
questions impinging more frequently of
late on legislative affairs.
With this issue, The Tech ends publication for the term. During January, The
Tech will appear once a week, on Tuesdays, beginning January 9. On February
6, The Tech will resume semi-weekly
publication.

work for the Congress when their main
support comes from the Executive
Branch, in particular the Defense Depart .ment.
i
The amount of money authorized for Iappropriation to the OTA between now r~
Continuous News Service
and the end of fiscal year -1974 (June 30,
1974) is $5 million. The money Would
probably pay for significantly more
analytical capability if it were utilized to
recruit highly qualified staff members
Since 1881
than if it were used to purchase the same
analytical capability from private firms
December 15, 1972 I
Vot XCII, No.55
since the outside groups would have to
Robert Elkin '73; Chairman
receive some profit on the contracts even
Lee
Giguere '73; Editor-in Chief
if they were so-called "non-profit" think
John
Miller '7 3; Business Manager
tanks.
Sandra Cohen '73; ManagingEditor
Moreover, if the funds given to the
Bill Roberts '72, Carol McGuire '75;
OTA are invested in the development of a
Night Editors
first-rate independent in-house analyticalNeal Viiale '75; A rts Editor
Walter Middlebrook '74, Paul Schindler '74;
News Editors
Sandra G. Yulke '74; Sports Editor
Sheldon Lowenthal '74,
David Tenenbaum'74;
Photography Editors
from the Humanities Department, where
Joe
Kashi
'72, Tim Kiorpes '72,
small class sizes are necessary, and where
Searls'73;
David
teachers who can "save" science and
Contributing
Editors
engineering students are a much coveted
Gromala
'74;
David
rarity.
Advertising Manager
The present situation - the five firings
Mark Astolfi'73;
- would not have arisen had such conAssociate Arts .Editor
siderations been important to the adminiStorm Kauffman '75, Norman Sandler '75;
stration. At this point, however, we can
. Associate News Editors
only ask that Janet Horowitz be rehired.
Leonard Tower '7 3; Controller
(The preceding letter was accompanied
David Lee '74; A ccounts Payable
by twelve signsatures.-Editor)
Stephen Shagoury '76; Accounts Receivab
ProductionStaff:
'76, Jim Miller '76
John
Hanzel
To the Editor:
Arts
Staff:
Your interest in my installation as
John Kavazanjian '72, Bruce Schwartz '72,
Lutheran Chaplain at MIT is warmly
Rob Hunter '73, Steve McDonald '74,
appreciated. I would like to note, howGene Paul '74, Pail St. John '74,
ever, that the Reverend Don Lee,
Brian Rehrig'75, Wanda Adams
reported as deceased in your article, is
News Staff:
still very much alive.
Drew Jaglom 574, Bert Halstead '75,
Constance Fern Parvey
Margo Levine '75, Jim Moody '75,
Lutheran Chaplain
Seth Stein '75, Tom Birney '76,
Ken Davis '76, Mike McNamee '76,
Bob Nilsson '76, Wendy Peikes '76,
Jon.Weker '76, Linda Young '76,
To The Editor:
Sharon Zito '76, Charlotte Cooper
Winter is now upon us, and the
Sports Staff:
weather will be getting increasingly cold.
Randy Young '74, Dan Gantt '75,
For many years, the MIT community has
Fred H. Hutchison '75
complacently accepted this coldness, but
PhotographyStaff:
the time for such complacency is now
over! Whenever it gets too cold in the I Roger Goldstein '74, David Green '75,
Chris Cullen'76, Krishna Gupta G
future, petitions demanding redress I
should be sent to the MIT Department of
Circulation Staff:
Scott Berg'73, Fred Zerhoot '73
Meteorology. If these petitions are ignored, then more insistent means of
Staff Candidates:
communication could be- used. FAsr exMark Haley '76, Alan Bale '75,
ample, an Annual Temperature Riot
Andy Farber '76, Michael Garry '76,
could be held. Rioters could chant
Mike Matzka '76, Barbara Moore 976,
"Twenty-nine degrees is too damn cold!"
Michelle Petrofas '76, Donald Shobrys '75,
or on slightly warmer days "Thiz.ty-one
'
Jay Taller '76, David lVieman '76
degrees is too damn cold!" Some may say I
that The System is so rotten that petiSecond class postage paid at Boston, Massachusetts. The Tech is published twice a week
tions, Annual Temperature Riots, or even
during the college year, except during college
more extreme methods will prove to be
vacations, and once during the first week of
totally ineffective in getting more
August by The Tech, Room W20483, MIT
pleasant weather. Still, it is important
Student Center, 84 Massachusetts Avenue,
that we at least try, since if nobody even
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Telephone:
tries, then nothing will ever get done.
(617) 253-1541.
Greg Saltzman L
-ii
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By WillHam Watson

(William Watson is an Associate Professor
of History at MIT.-Editor)
The Department of Defense (DoD) recently issued its annual 1/W:o0f the top 100
military contractors for Fiscal Year 1972.
TOr
nobody's surprise MIT had more
business with the military than any other
university in the country.,. Its nearest
university rival, the Johns 4opkins, had
only slightly more than half the MIT
total. No other university even made it
into the top 100.
(These rankings are made annually by
the Department of Defense and may be
obtained from ASD/PA, Pentagon, Washington DC 20301 by asking for the
publication: "100 companies and their
subsidiaries listed according to net 'value
of military prime contract awards." The

aisSX]PE(
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with the research departments and laboratories of the major weapons manufacturers. Except for the Johns Hopkins,
there isn't another university on the list
until you get down to 45th-ranked University of California, and they only make
that rank by adding together all the
campuses in the university system. Their
volume of military research is trivial by
comparison
with MIT's. Berkeley, for
instance, received $5 million in military
research contracts in 1972, compared
with MIT's more than $125 million. For
New England you have to go down the
list to 162-nd-ranked Harvard to find
another university engaged in military
research.
MIT's real competitors are the hightechnology weapons makers whose position in the military market depend in part

S millions
S125

S100

DoD as %
of MIT Total

75%

S75

S50

C~~~~oD
Funds
{S millions)

50',

25%.

S25

.....

TABLE 1
SOURCES OF RESEARCH MONEY AT MIT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1972'
Total

MIT

%

Campus

$1I3.4

$15.4
11.4
7.6

(22)
(16)

7.7

(60)
(14)
(4)

147.4

(78)

34.4

(49)

NSF
NIH
Other Federal

11.5
10.7

(6)
(6)

11.3

8.3

(4)

NSF-NIH-Etc.
Total Federal

- 30.5
177.9

(16)
(94)

4.2
26.1
60.5

(16)
(15)
(6)
(37)

.7.7
2.4

(4)

7.7

(11 )

{11
(0)

1.6

(2)

Source

NASA

26.3

AEC
DOD-NASA-AEC

I

Linc'oln

On

Foundations
Ind~ustries
Other Gowts.
Other Sources
TOTALS

0.9
11.o

(6)

188.7 (100)

10.6

(86)

Lab
$66.2
0.1

66.2

(100)

$31 .8
14.8
0.1

195)

;46.7

%
19~6)
(30)
(96)

0.2
3.4
3.5
69.6

(5)
15)

0.7

(100)

47.6

(1)
(2)
(98)

_-

--

0.8

(2)

_- ~ -

0.8

-20

48.5

(10-0-

- (1_
09.2 --(14)
70.7

%
(95)

1956

Draper
Lab

69.6

(100)-

0.9

*Source: MIT, Report of Sponsored Research, Fiscal Year 1972 (November, 1972) 268pp. The

i
I

i

report is not widely distributed at MIT, but copies can be obtained from the office of Mr. James
Cronin in the Accounting Office, Room E19-570. The report is also the source for the other tables
in this article dealing with figures for 1972. For earlier years information has been obtained from
either the reports of those years or from the Provost's Office.
**DoD funding, includes small amounts of sub-contracted mfork from one or the other of the
military laboratories done either on campus or at the other Laboratory.

I

list was also published in the most recent
issue (December 4) of American Report,
p. 15.)
I
What was surprising, in view of recent
assurances that MIT was cutting down on
military research, was the substantial increase in MIT's military contracts last
I1 year. In Fiscal 1971 MIT had been
i
awarded $97'.7 million in military 'conI tracts; in Fiscal 1 972 the amount jumped
II almost $30 million to $127.3 million, and
ii
MIT's ranking in the top 1-0 accordingly
II
rose from 47th to 44th.
I
Some idea of what this ranking means
I can be obtained by a look at the comI
panyo MIT is keeping among military.
iI contractors in New England: There were
II
I nine of them in the top 10- last year,
with MIT ranked sixth in the region after
United Aircraft (makers of Pratt & Whitney aircraft engines), Raytheon (missiles
and electronics), Textron (Bell Helicop-

i1
1

iII
I
i
i

ters),

AVCO and Sanders

Associates

(Electronics). Behind MIT in New England were ITEK (Electronics) and Kaman
i
(helicopters).
Perhaps it is not entirely appropriate
to compare MIT with weapons manufacturers, even though MIT's dollar
volume of military business makes such
comparison unavoidable. A more reasonable comparison, since MIT is a research
institution, would be with other institutions doing military research. In a DOD
list of the top 500 military research
contractors for Fiscal 1 972 MIT is ranked
12th in the country and first among
non-profit research institutions.
(Also available from the same Public
Affairs Office of the Pentagon is: "500
contractors listed according to net value
of military prime contract awards for
research, development, test and evaluation work."' A summary of military research in New England for Fiscal 1972
can be obtained from NEAR, 48 Inman
Street, Cambridge,
MA 02139
(864-3150).)
E
Going down this list - McDonnell
Douglas (third),- Lockheed (fourth),
AT&T's subsidiary Western Electric
(fifth), and so forth - one realizes that
MIT is not competing with-other university for the military research dollar, but

i

on their ability to maintain the sophisticated scientific and technological base
required. by modern weapons systems.
Since MIT's military research is also
aimed at maintaining this same base though seldom as explicitly related to a
single weapons system as most corporation research - it is not surprising that
there is a good deal of convergence
between MIT's research interests and
those of the huge aerospace and electronics corporations, a 'convergence that is
promoted and financed by-the Pentagon.
The impact of this channeling of research talent by the militanr can best be
seen in Table 1, on the Sources of
Research Money at MIT for Fiscal 1972.
The table shows the continued preponderance of military sponsored research at MIT - 60% of the Institute
total. Despite the fact that most DOD
research -is done at the two military*
laboratories, the DOD is still the single
most important sponsor of research on
campus and surpasses its nearest competi.tors, -NASA and NSF, by some $64.
million. The table also provides a measure of the difficulty MIT is going to have
in replacing DOD funds with other types
of research money, because the $15
million now provided by the DOD for
on-campus projects is equal to the combined total of all foundation support, all
support from industries, all support from
local and state governments, and all other
federal funding not provided by NASA,
AEC, NSF, and NIH.
This difficulty should be taken into
account when one reads, as one could in
last Tuesday's The Tech, that "there is a
pronounced trend away from Department
of Defense funded work and toward
activities paid for by the National Science
Foundation and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare." (The
Tech, December 12, 1972, p. 5). Table 2
offers a survey of these trends.
One can readily see in the DOD figures
a consistent decline in the percentage
share of total research funds provided by
the DOD, from 91% in 1956 to a low of
60% this year. The percentage may be
even lower next year as the NSF picks up
the tab for the million or so dollars now

1.66

19~~~~161

provided for the Materials Science Center
by the DOD.
This particular trend, however, must
be put in a larger perspective. The first is
that the dollar amount of DOD funding
has not declined at all, but rather just the
opposite - it has tripled over the corresponding period (see graph). Thus you get
the apparently contradictory' statements
that DOD funding at MIT is as high as it
has ever been and that the DOD percentage of the total research has never been
lower. Both statements are true, and are
made so by the third fact, often oveTlooked by those hunting for trends, that
MIT's total research budget has more
than quadrupled in the same 16 years.
The second perspective concerns the
DOD funding of on-campus research. The
Provost last spring, and other administration spokesmen more recently, have made
a great deal out of the "substitution
principle" by which MIT has been able to
reduce DOD funding by substantial
amounts and to replace it with other
funding, primarily. from the NSF. This
substitution, coupled with the growth in
funding from other governmental agencies
above all HEW-NIH, by next year will
mean a reduction in dependence on DOD
funding to one-quarter of what it was .in
1956, at least so it seems in percentage

67

68

69

70

1971

72

terms (68% DOD in 1956 down to a
projected 17% in 1973).
The decline in DOD funding, however,
is much less real than it seems. The first
point to remember is that the present
decline is measured from an all-time high
for on-campus DOD funding of $17.5
million in 1971. The second point is that
it wasn't until 1962-3 that DOD funding
on campus went higher than the $10
million level, so that a reduction to the
$13 million level is hardly a major
achievement historically, however difficult it may have been to get there.
Furthermore, the substitution principle that transfers more than $3 million in
DOD money from the Magnet Lab and
the Materials Science Center to the NSF
leaves virtually unmolested the DOD underwriting for all the rest of the projects
sponsored by the military on campus. A
department-by-department,
laboratoryby-laboratory comparison of this year's
funding vith that of Fiscal 1971 reveals
that DOD funding levels have remained
essentially the same. DOD funding for the
School of Engineering was $4.4 million in
Fiscal 1971; in 1972 it rose slightly to
$4.7 million. The departments in the
School of Science were funded by the
DOD in 1971 for $2 million; in 1972 the
total dropped slightly, to $1.9 million.
(Please turn to page 6)

TABLE 2

TRENDS IN RESEARCH FUNDING AT MIT, 1956-1972
(Millions of Dollars)
1956

1961

1..66

__968

On Campus

$8.3

$9.2

$16.9

$17.4

Lincoln Laboratory
Draper Laboratory

36.1

54.7

84.7

Total DOD
% of M/I9T Total

44.4(91 )

63.9
(83)

101.6
(68)

(65)

(63)

0.1'

0.4

5.3

6.2

6.5

SOU rce

1970

1971

1972

$17.5
57.4
28.8

$15.4
66.2
31.8

103.7

113.4

(63)

(60)

7.7
0.3

DOD:

$ASA:
On Campus
Lincoln
Draper
Total NASA
%of NMIT Total
AEC:
On Campus
Draper

1.6
0.1

0.9

2.1"(3)

4.6

18.1

$16.1
63.1
65.3
30. -7 28.7
113.4
107.9

(16)

(13)

11.4
0.1
14.8
T6-.3
(14)

0.4

8.7
0.4

8.1
0.3

7.6
0.1

8.4
(5)

7.7
(4)

0.1
22.3

(16)

'-',5
(16)

7.4

9.8

0.1

20.4

14.1
2-'2.

9.1

(6)

7.4
(5)

1o.2

(2)

(6)

(5)

4;5.4
(93)

70.6
(91)

132.5
(89)

152.2
(87)

144.0
(84)

134.2
(82)

147.4
(78)

hJSF

0.2

0.2

2.0
1.3
1.2

2.3

7.2
8.9
4.5

11.5
10.7

1.1

6.5
8.2
5.0

Total NSF-NIH-Etc.
%of MI T Total

1.5
(3)

4.5
16)

4.5
5.2
2.3
12.0
(8)

7.1

MIH
Other Federal Agencies

16.9
(10)

19.7
(11)

20.6
(12)

8.3
30.5
(16)

Total Fede~ral] Govt.

46.9
(96)

75.1
(97)

144.5
(97)

169.1
(97)

163.7
(95)

154.8(94)

177.,
(94)

Foundations & N
-onProfit 0.7
Industries &-Others
2.0
Other Governrfents

0.7
2.1
0.1,
2.9
(3)

0.9
2.7
0.3

3.2
2.4
0.5

6.2
2.1
0.4

6.6
2.0
0.8

7.7
2.4
0.9

3.9
(3)

6.1
13)

8.7
15)

Total AEC
% of MI1T Total

Total DOD-NASA-AEC
% of M/lIT Total

% of MIT Total

Total OtherSources
%of
NMITTotal

2.7
(5)

73

i48.5

7.5

.175i.0

172-

11.0
(6)

9.4

(6)
9,,

1

84.3
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(Continued from page 5)
Only the Center for International Studies
showed a significant percentage drop irn
DOD funding. from 24% to 14%, though
in terms of total dollar volume the
$90,000 involved is relatively insignificant.
The interdepartmental
laboratories
(with the exception, of course, of the
Magnet Lab) show the same stability -a
small rise here, a modest drop there. Take
the Magnet Lab out of the comparison
and total DOD funding for all the labs
would be almost the same for both 1971
and 1972 - $7.8 million.

o[zW
of¢

Finally, I think that the implications
of NSF funding for projects that were
once considered worthy of substantial
support by the military need to be
examined in more critical detail than I
can undertake in this article. The military, after all, is not a charitable organization no matter how much the scientific
and technological community once regarded it as a bottomless source of funds.
Their sponsorship of laser research at the
Magnet Lab, to take one major example,
was undertaken with a long-range look
into the future of weapons systems. We
also know that there is periodic coordination among the governmental agencies

TABLE 3
TOP DOD-FUNDED LABORATORIES & DEPARTMENTS AT MIT,

FISCAL 1972
(Thousands of Dollars)

A. Laboratories & Projects
1. Lincoln Laboratory
2. Draper Laboratory
3. Project MAC
4. Research Laboratory of Electronics (RLE)
5. Project Cambridge
6. Artificial Intelligence Agency
7. Materials Science Center
8. National Magnet Laboratory

1,282

1,073
1,031

969

DOD

Total
58%
28
3
1
1
1
1

106,102

B. Departments
1, Electrical Engineering
2. Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering
3. Metallurgy
4. Physics
5. Earth & Planetary Sciences
6. Mechanical Engineering
7. Meteorology
8. Ocean Engineering
TOTALS
-FR

1,333
1,198
1,080
674
529
438
342
284

54
45
46
53
23
17
23
27

TABLE 4
DEPENDENCY OF MIT LABORATORIES & DEPARTMENTS
ON DOD FUNDING, FISCAL 1972
(20% Or More)
D0D $ As

%Of
DepULab Total

Laboratories or Departments
1. Project Cambridge
2. Ma1terials Science Center
3. Project MAC
4. Artificial Intelligence Agency
5. Lincoln Laboratory
6. Draper Laboratory
7. Electrical Engineering Department
8. Physics Department
9. Merallurgy Department
10. Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering Dept.
11. Ocean Engineering Department
12. Research Laboratory of Electronics (RLE)
13. Earth & Planetary Sciences Department
14. Meteorology Department

100
100
99
97

95
66.
54
53
46
45
27
26
23
23

most interested in the development of
science and technology - DOD, NASA,
AEC, and NSF - to make sure that
research projects are allocated to the
most appropriate agency. This consultation across agencies allows the funding
of a basic science research project to be
picked up by one of the military branches
or by ARPA (Advanced Research Projects
Agency). whenever further development
of the project looks as though it may
have direct relevance to one or more
military missions.
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The fact that so much of MIT's research still meets the test of military
relevance after the Mansfield Amendment
imposed the criteria' of relevance on all
DOD funded projects is a sobering rerinder that whatever the changes of
recent years, MIT is still primarily a
military research institution, and is likely
to remain' so for some time to come.

5,878

EbPA-RTET-7
*.A-

aJmiJ

%Of

100
11

37O

TOTALS

'OYAE7

% of
Lab/Dept
Total
95%
66 .
99
26
100
97

DOD
Funds
$66,186
31,830
3,361

tie

111,980
6-
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G rea t for a date!
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Now is the time to assure yourself of Christmas reservations. See MIT's convenient travel
agent, Heritage Travel, Inc. . . . where quick reservations are a specialty.
No longer need you rely upon undependable mail order ticketing or make unnecessary trips
into Boston. Heritage is ready to process all your travel needs in minutes. And our staff of
economy-minded professionals will be able to save you dollars.
Ski tours and' cruise offerings available.
Heritage's new office is just one block from the Sloan Campus, in Kendall Square. Call or
visit our office; we're open from 8:30am until 5:30pm, Monday through Friday, and from
9:00am until 1:00pm on Saturday.
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From an-gels bend-ing nearthe earth, To touch their harps of gold:-_
IAnd still theirheav'nly mu- sic floats O'er all
the wea - ry world:_
When with the ev - er - cir-cling years, Shall come the time fore-told,-.
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The MIT gymnastics team
had a tough, close, bizarre meet
against Lowell Tech on Saturday. A combination of some
-~
, ~ ~ ~~ ~~
poor jobs by MIT and surpris" ~
;
.~,.;,
- _ S
7
Fin~~~~~~~~~
ingly good performances by LTI
kept MIT discouraged and behind for almost the whole meet.
&c!:
a
1§
@n¢:eSSX~l~s$
Behind by .85 going into the last
event, MiT saw its top three high
bar men have breaks in. their
routines, only to see a worse job
by LTI and have the MIT
gymnasts pull out the meet
115.4 to 113.6. The team really
needs a vacation after the painBy Bob Liu
floor touch follow by a hit to ful experience at Lowell.
The MIT fencing team
the toe, a questionable judge' Surprisingly to anyone at thecharged onward victoriously
ment by the official initially
MIT actually beat Lowell
meet,
against Brooklyn College and the
gave the victory to Israel of B.C.
of She six events. Unfor-four
in
Polytechnic Institute of BrookThe judge retracted his decision
though, they started
tunately,
lyn. The. team was without quite
upon clarification by an outside
floor exercise by a
on
off
losing
a few experienced members due
source not participating and nulto graduate record exams, but
lified the last touch. Chris came big three and a half points. They
away at this deficit
managed to put together -a
back with, a dramatic flourish of had 'to nibble
rest of the meet.
the
throughout
highly spirited showing for the
bllade w,,, to register a clean h;t
MIT got back
horse
On
pommel
two matches held Friday and
and winning for MIT.
due to a
mainly
point
a
half
Saturday afternoon. Coach Eric
Poly unsaturated by MIT 16-1 1
Paul
captain
by
7.0
of
score
Sollee going ahead with three
The Tech fencers secured the
(with
place
first
the
'73,
Bayer
fist-year fencers felt confident
second days victory with strong
that the men of MIT could do
showing from its foil and epee special thanks to the judges, who
overscored'him by at least half a
well in the matches through
team. The sabre men. held on
good style and technique over- 4-5: Bob Brooks '74 and Park point). The next event was rings,
and it was the effort by the ring
coming what they lack in
each (1-2) and Wong going (2-1).
expenSence.
The foil team after analyzing its team which contributed most to
mistakes from the previous day MIT's victory. All four gymThe Friday night match
Millman G, Jarvis
against Brooklyn College was the wofi 6-3; Dave Chen '75, Liu, * nasts, Dave
Larry Bell '74,
'74,
Middleton
and Fowler each with scores of
most dramatic one of the season,
'75, did excepJohnson
Jon
and
(2-1). The epee team became a
MIT winning 14-13. MIT took a
LTI by 2.55.
beat
to
jobs
tional
potpourri when jack-of-all-trades
strong lead at the end of the first
first place.
took
7.95
-Millman's
Tsang and Greg Rothman '75, a
round 7-2, despite a very short
the meet
of
half
second
The
partthe
foilist, combined with
warm-up perod- due to a late
by .45
down
MIT
with
started
win
ners of Cook and Eckel to
arrival in New York. The sabre
vaulton
competition
with
and
Foilers.
Poly
the
over
6-3
team scored 6-3 with Michael
event.
weakest
MIT's
ing,
was
team
Poly
Brooklyn
The
Wong '73 (1-2), Dong Park '75
rated as a very tough team, but Luckily, Johnson's good lead off
(2-1), and Capt. John Tsang '73
(2-0) leading the charge. The foil succumbed to the calculating vault forced the judges to give
minds of the dashing Tech the Tech vaulters reasonably
team with two newcomers went
Trouncers. The next varsity high scores and minimized the
3-6, Matt Fowler '74 and Bob
match will be on January 20 loss on the event. The second
Liu '75 (each 1-1), and Marty
against Southeastern Mass at place score of 8.05, awarded to
Fraeman '73 (1-2). The amazing
John Auston, was MIT's first
epee team of Jim Cook '75,
home.
Dave Dreyfuss '75, and Chris
Eckel '74 (current holder of the
team "Dyke's Lumber Award")
a~ke
won 6-3. The meet, which lasted
to -move MT' up by two with a
over 41/2 hours, was decided on
By Dan Gantt
minute'left in the period.
the final bout of Chris Eckel
Tech's pre-Christmas varsity
Tufts narrowed the gap to 2-1
versus !srael of B.C. with the hockey season drew to a cloesescore tied 13-13. Fighting with last week with two- very dif-' early in the second period.
Shortly thereafter, a small donwit, cunning, and nerves of fib- ferent contests. MIT won its
nybrook erupted resulting in
rous graphite, Chris battled his home opener on Thursday night,
opponent to a score of 44 with defeating a club team from Tufts' some 16 minutes of penalties.
After the smoke. cleared and
only one point to decide the 5-2. Howevrer, a complete reverwith both teams back at full
final and total outcome. On a sal of form awaited the Engistrength, Tech again moved back
neers at Wesleyan on Saturday as
Reminders
on top by two on Lydon's sethey were annihilated 13-2.
Skating classes for Faculty/
cond goal, assisted by Rob HunStaff/Student children will begin
ter '73 and Kenny. The last ten'
While hardly an artistic sucthis Saturday, December 16. Beminutes of the period were
ginners classes are from I0-11 cess, the victory over Tufts was
totally dominated by MIT as
Beginners are certainly pleasing to the home
am, Advanced
they carried the play to Tufts
from 11-12 N. For more infor- team fans Playing a man short,
and appeared to have the game
mation and registration, call-the MIT's George Kenny '74 opened
under control.
Athletic Office in duPont, the scoring at 8:42 of the first
However, a Tufts player lef
period as he came up with the
W32-109, x3-4498.
IM Bowling: IM Bowling rosters puck and rammed home an un- unchecked in front of the-goal
connected to put Tufts within a
are due in the intramural office assisted goal. Having maintained
today, December 15. Bowling their lead thanks to a muffed goal at 3:08 of the third period.;
fees must be paid by next Fri- breakaway'by Tufts, Tom Lydon Tech iced the game in the final
day, the 22nd. For more infor- `73 scored Tech's first power four minutes on power plays by
mation, contact Rosemary in the play goal of the season on a Ian Fisher '74 (with an assist
good pass from Tonty Luzzi '74. from Steve Warner '73) and KenIM office, W32-12 1, x3-7947.
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score in the eights this year. 'season started, it has still been a
Now down by 1.4, the parallel disappointing opening. Eery
bar team gained back another team that MIT will face in the
half point. Andy Rubel '74 got second half has to be rated
an underscored 7.25, which tied higher than Lowell Tech. The
him with Bell for second. This gymnasts will have to have a
brought it down to high bar. boost in morale over the vacaBell's fine 6.35 eanied-him first tion and productive practices in
place, while-' the other scores January to be ready for the
should perhaps stay unmen- meets to come.
Last Friday in MIT's first JV
tioned.
This -meet brought to a dose gymnastics meet ever, Boston
the short first half of the gym- State won 100.45 to 84.9 desnastics season. While their record pite- grad student Paul Eckbo's
of 2-1 was expected before the Six first places.
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MIT's record in gymnastics so far this year is 2-1. The pictures-

shown above are from their meet last weekend at Lowell-Tech. The
picture at the upper left shows Dave Millman G on the rings; the
upper right is Paul Bayer '73 on the horse, and directly above is
Photos by Brye Davis
Jarvis Middleton '74.
k~~~~~~..
-

a pa'zZ
ny (assisted by Fisher and WarDer). The win evened MIT's
record at 1-1.
Wesleyan soon wrecked that
record, though. JUst what does
one say about a 13-2 loss? Tech
was out-played mi all-areas of the
game, being out -shot 48-24.
Neither Tech goalie was able to
stem the tide, both failing on
one of every four shots.
Things did notlook so bleak
at the outset as Warner's unassisted goal at 7:10 of the first
period attained a -- 1 tie. From
then on it was al- Wesleyan' as
they ran off seven straight goals
to take a commanding 8-1 lead
before Tech's final score of 3; 50
of the third period by Fisher
from Luzzi and Kenny. Five
more Wesleyan goals added insult to injury, sending MIT home
to regroup before they next take
to the ice January 13 at home
against Bridgewater State.
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